1-lamp frame-in kit

120 Volt | medium base

- This fixture is designed for one incandescent lamp, 100W maximum. Compatible lamps: PAR16/PAR20/PAR30
- This fixture is listed for use with screw-in LED and CFL lamps (22W maximum), with DRLB de-rated label option.
- UL Recognized thermal protector is mounted to junction box.
- Vented steel enclosure with prewired and grounded junction box and snap-on covers.
- Lamp position has 35° angular and 359° rotational adjustability. Beam control mechanism offers tool-less adjustment and position locking features. This fixture has matte black interior surfaces and can be re-lamped from above or below.
- Universal mounting brackets provide tool-less adjustability and will accept the supplied hanger bars or optional #517 and #520 Caddy bars. Also accepts C channel.
- Supplied with electro-galvanized steel hanger bars that extend to 24" and offer self-nailing and other mounting features.
- Precision spun .050 aluminum self-flanged cone with a white painted trim flange. Optional polished flange will match the cone finish.
- Intended for non-IC applications, insulation must be kept 3" away from fixture on all sides.

Specifications and dimensions subject to change without notice.

ordering data

FRAME-IN KIT

SERIES
- A4ADINC Architectural 4" adjustable 100W maximum

OPTIONS
- S17 #517 Caddy bars
- DRLB De-rated label, must specify rating

TRIM KIT
- Refer to left for part numbers. Specify finish and other below.

Finishes
- CL Specular clear
- SS Semi-specular
- HZ Haze clear (etched)
- GO Specular gold
- PT Specular pewter
- WT Specular wheat
- BR Specular bronze
- BL Specular black
- WH Matte white

Other
- PF Polished flange
- GS Gasket under flange

P/N Example: A4ADINC / AC4510CL

A4ADINC / AC4510 CL
series option trim kit finish other

R.O. ø 5 ¼" Maximum ceiling thickness ¾"